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Brand at a Glance

Our brand consists  
of one set of brand 
assets that work 
together to create  
a strong brand visual 
identity that sets  
us apart from  
our competitors. 
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Brand Philosophy

CloudMargin is a 
pioneering technology 
business that is 
transforming the 
collateral management 
industry for everyone. 
It is the rails that 
collateral management 
runs on.

These guidelines 
have been created to 
ensure the CloudMargin 
visual language and 
verbal personality is 
always dynamically, 
energetically and 
consistently expressed.

One brand and one 
voice that is driving 
our momentum so we 
are always delivering 
unrivalled efficiency.
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06 Our Logotype

The CloudMargin logotype is 
crafted to reflect the clarity, 
efficiency and transformative 
benefits that CloudMargin 
brings to the collateral 
management industry. 

Wherever possible, the 
horizontal logotype should  
be used. 

The expanded ‘O’ is a key 
visual language asset that 
demonstrates our energy  
and the ever-evolving nature  
of our business.

Over the next few pages,  
you’ll see how the expanded 
‘O’ also inspires a typographic 
treatment that can be used to 
create dynamic and engaging 
headlines for all CloudMargin 
communications.

Horizontal logo

Stacked logo



07 Our Logotype

Dictated by the 
background, we 
lead with either our 
CloudMargin Aurora 
Green logo on White,  
or our CloudMargin Sky 
Blue logo on an Aurora 
Green background.

If you need to put our 
logo on a coloured 
background or over  
an image, please use 
the white-out version.

Secondary black and 
white versions of our 
logos are also available.

Secondary

Primary



08 Our Logotype Clearspace,  
Usage & Minimum Size

Clear and straightforward  
– just how we like things  
to be.

Our logo is uncluttered  
and needs to be positioned  
in clearspace. 

The clearance space around 
our logo is dictated by the 
size of the C in CloudMargin.

These examples show the 
minimum space from any 
edge or boundary. The 
margins dictate which  
version of the logo should  
be used. Always use the 
horizontal logo, unless the 
space is limited.

The only exception to this 
clearance rule is when the 
logotype is used within  
a sentence for example:
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CloudMargin exists 
to make life clearer, 
simpler and easier  
for everyone. 

When positioning  
our logo please look 
to the top right or 
bottom right positions 
for our horizontal logo 
to sit with maximum 
legibility, absolute clarity, 
and optimum brand 
consistency. 

There are a few 
exceptions to this rule, 
for example the logo 
appears top left on 
cloudmargin.com  
and can be centred  
on some digital or 
animated assets.

1 1
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Our Logotype  
Placement
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Our Logotype  
Placement

CloudMargin exists 
to make life clearer, 
simpler and easier  
for everyone. 

When positioning  
our logo please look 
to the top right or 
bottom right positions 
for our stacked logo 
to sit with maximum 
legibility, absolute clarity, 
and optimum brand 
consistency. 

There are a few 
exceptions to this rule, 
for example the logo 
appears top left on 
cloudmargin.com and 
can be centred on  
some digital or 
animated assets.
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012 Font Family

Clear. Distinctive. Smart. 
Termina is our primary
typeface.

Termina has been selected 
for its manual ‘stretch’ ability 
and animation flexibility.  
It should be used in 
uppercase for all headlines 
with at least one letter 
stretched for to create 
our unique and energetic 
expressive typographic style. 

The result is a instantly and 
consistently recognisable 
and highly-flexible aesthetic 
that is ownable by the
CloudMargin brand.

Termina is an Adobe font  
– you can get it here. 

Arial is the Office Typeface.

Arial is a substitute for Termina  
and when creating material 
inside the Microsoft Office suite 
or when sending emails.



013 The System Behind the Stretch

Stretched type is a key visual 
language asset that helps to 
reinforce CloudMargin’s pioneering 
brand purpose. Each headline 
should include one or two carefully 
selected stretched type letters.

As you can see here, there are 
specific characters that are best 
suited to capturing the movement 
of this typographical treatment.

Single 'O'  
(1 character space)

'O' Specific Stretch

Specific Character Stretch

Double stretch 'O' 
(2 character spaces)

All stretch 'characters' 
(Shown here with 2 character spaces, but can be stretched 
as much as appropriate within the system below)

Triple stretch 'O'  
(3 character spaces)

Quadruple stretch 'O'  
(4 character spaces 
– Maximum)
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Termina can be manually 
stretched to create the 
sense of movement and 
energy that we have 
injected into the brand.

> Step 1 
Type out and create 
outline of the copy.

> Step 2 
Selected the desired letter to 
stretch and create new anchor 
points to stretch the character.

> Step 3 
The stretch heading is 
created and ready to use.

Creating the Stretch



015 Action Words.
Active language.

015

Activating and stretching 
letters within ‘action’ 
words help to emphasise 
movement within the 
messaging, highlight 
brand benefits, and  
build internal and  
external momentum  
and engagement.

Remember not to over 
stretch – one or two 
letters in each headline  
is just right.



Typography in Action

through transformative collateral management.
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>  See how the stretched ‘R’ in ‘Driving’ grabs 
your attention and expresses movement, 
even without animation.
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018 Colour Palette

CloudMargin is a ‘Seriously 
Fun’ brand and our colour
palette allow us to express a 
little of both. You will see that 
we’ve also had a little fun 
naming our colours after the 
bright but diverse spectrum 
that the sky holds.

Here are our primary and 
secondary colour palettes 
that create our dynamic, 
memorable and consistent 
CloudMargin brand.

Primary ’serious’ colours 
These striking signature 
colours should be used  
to create all CloudMargin 
communications.

Secondary ‘fun’ colours
These vibrant accent colours 
should be used more
sparingly to add flashes  
of brilliance and sparks  
of energy.

Aurora Green
#00353B
C95 M55 Y55 K60
PANTONE 316

Sky Blue
#A6D6CC 
C40 M0 Y25 K0
PANTONE 629

Forest Green
#429C59
C75 M15 Y80 K0 
PANTONE 361

Blue Mist
#50BCBD 
C65 M0 Y30 K0
PANTONE 309

White Cloud
#FFFFFF 
C0 M0 Y0 K0

Sunrise Pink
#DD0B84 
C5 M95 Y0 K0
PANTONE RHODAMINE RED

SECONDARY COLOURS

PRIMARY COLOURS

Grey Haze
#AEAFAA 
C30 M25 Y30 K5
PANTONE WARM GREY 4

Sunset Orange
#EB5D48 
C0 M75 Y70 K0
PANTONE 1655

Midnight Black
#292B2D  
C74 M62 Y57 K70
PANTONE 426

Sunshine Yellow
#F7A823 
C0 M40 Y90 K0
PANTONE 116
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Centralise

Automate

ConnectOptimise

020 The Benefits

The brand has been  
built on the four  
fundamental benefits  
of the CloudMargin  
platform (Centralise.   
Connect. Automate.  
Optimise).

The four benefit layers 
(affectionately known as  
‘the onion’) have inspired
another important set  
of visual assets (see next 
page) that add personality  
to the CloudMargin brand  
visual language.

1.

2.

3.

4.



021 Graphic Lines

Graphical. Navigational. 
Directional.

The origin of these four 
lines comes from our four 
benefits and are designed to 
work and appear together.

These four lines can be  
used in many ways in 
monotone or full colour,  
and should be applied 
sparingly. The weight  
of the lines should be  
sympathetic to the 
weight of the headline.

When colouring these lines, 
3 of the 4 should be from the 
primary 'serious palette' and 
the fourth from the secondary 
'fun palette'. The secondary 
colour should then be the 
consistent highlight colour 
on that piece of material. For 
example it should match to 
the headline or CTA button.

The only exception to this 
rule is when we are referring 
directly to the four benefits 
i.e the onion, an example 
of this is on the factsheet, 
shown on page 35. 

CENTRALISE CONNECT AUTOMATE OPTIMISE



022 Photography

It's our people that power 
our innovative technology, 
so it is important to choose 
reportage style photograph 
to show our human side.

Whether you’re selecting 
stock imagery or preparing 
for a photoshoot, always 
include people in a modern, 
clean 'start-up' working 
environment that reflect 
diversity – gender, age and 
ethnicity.

Images should be:
- full colour
- strong contrast 
-  contain colour from the 

secondary palette 
- reportage
- someone always in focus 
- a sense of movement.
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Our cloud icon is a small  
but mighty part of our brand.

By adapting the ‘O’ from  
thelogotype it holds a 
hidden ‘C’ and ‘M’ from 
the CloudMargin name.

Cloud Icon



024 Cloud Icon

One cloud icon.  
Dual colourways. 

Both the primary and secondary 
brand colour palettes can be  
used to express the positive 
nature of the CloudMargin brand.

This icon is designed to  
live digitally on our platform,  
in our portal and online.

 

Secondary icon
Using colours from the secondary palette

Primary icon
Positive Reversed



025 Cloud Icon

This icon is designed to  
live digitally on our platform,  
in our portal, online and in print.

 

Small icon
Used under 40mm in width

Medium icon
Used 40mm in width and above

Large icon
Used for large scale artworks. 
200mm width and upwards
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027 Brand In Action
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045 Brand In Action



Contact

For more details please  
get in touch. 

CloudMargin 
Kari Litzmann , 
Chief Marketing Officer 
+1 646 891 4048
kari.litzmann@cloudmargin.com

Pink Green
cloudmargin@pink.green
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